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Wallet System is an awesome module which allows customers to make the online payment from their Wallet
System. In this module, customer/user can use Wallet Amount during the checkout and money will be deducted from
their Wallet. They can easily add credit amount to their wallet system. Admin can set the limit for the Wallet System.
Admin can also refund the customer amount through the Wallet System for Magento2.

Features Of Wallet System

Wallet System for Magento2 behaves as an online Payment Gateway.

The customer can easily add credit amount into their wallet system.

Admin can also do the refund by the help of Wallet System for Magento2

The admin can add the amount to the Customer’s Wallet or deduct the amount from the Customer’s Wallet.

The admin can create multiple Credit Rules for crediting or debiting amount in the Wallet.

Admin can view the customer details who are using Wallet System for making the online payment.

On the checkout page, the customer can see used wallet amount and remaining wallet amount.

Email notification is sent to the customer on each transaction.

Wallet amount will get credited after the generation of invoice.

Admin can create cash back rules for the customer.

The customer can get Cash Back amount into their Wallet.

The admin can set the limit ( maximum and minimum ) for the Wallet Amount.

The codes are open source, so it can be customized as per the requirement.

Module Configuration – Wallet System

After successfully installing the Wallet System module, please go to the backend admin panel to do the module
configuration. Follow the path: Stores > Configuration > Sales > Payment Methods > Webkul Wallet System. 

Enable this Payment Method – Select Yes option to use the Wallet System module, else select No.

Payment Method Title – Enter the title of the Wallet system which will appear on the checkout page.

Minimum Amount to Add in Wallet –  Set the minimum value of the amount that can be added to the wallet.

Maximum Amount to Add in Wallet – Set the maximum value of the amount that can be added to the wallet.

Payment from Applicable Countries –  Select the applicable countries from the list for wallet system.

Allow Payment Methods to Add amount in Wallet –  Admin will also select various payment methods which can be
used by the customer to make payment while adding Wallet Cash into their Wallet System.

Sort Order – Set the sorting order of wallet system payment method.
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For Wallet System Cash Back Configuration, the admin can follow the path Stores > Configuration >Walletsystem
Cash Back and can either select “Cart Based” or “Product Based” for Priority for Cash Back and can select “Fixed or
Percent” for Price Calculation Based on fields.
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Adding Wallet Cash

After the installation of Wallet System for Magento2, the customer can see “My Wallet” tab in their Store Account as
per the below image.

After clicking on “My Wallet”, the customer can see their total Wallet Balance, Wallet transaction details ( credit and
debit details). The customer can also add credit amount into their Wallet System by entering the amount into the
provided input box. Please refer the below image for the better understanding.

When customer will click on “Add Money to Wallet”, it will be directed to checkout page where they can see Wallet
Amount.
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Customer can see summary for recharging their Wallet System.

After making the payment and generation of the invoice, the customer can see the credited amount in their wallet
system as per the below image.
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Using Wallet System at Checkout

At the time of making payment, a customer can use Wallet System to make the online payment. The total payable
amount will be deducted from the Wallet Amount and customer can also see remaining Wallet amount after making
the payment.
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If the total payable amount exceeds the available Wallet balance, then the customer will have the options of making
payment for the remaining amount by the payment method(s) available for that store.
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Admin Management For wallet system

The admin can see “Wallet System” tab and three of its sub-menus. Please check the below image for the better
understanding.

Wallet System Details
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When admin will click on “Wallet System Details”, then admin can see Wallet History of their customer.

On clicking on any customer, admin can view their transaction history (credit and debit) along with the date, order id,
amount, status, note and action.

Add Amount to Wallet

Here, the admin can enter the Amount, select what action they want to perform( Credit or Debit) from “Action want to
perform on the amount” and add a Note for the transaction. The admin can select the customer for which they want
to credit or debit the amount from the list of customers with the name, email address, “Remaining Wallet Amount”,
“Total Wallet Amount”.
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There is a button called “Adjust Amount” for each customer in the list of customers. By the help of this button, the
admin can add or deduct wallet amount from any particular customer. When the admin clicks there, a pop-up opens
where the admin have to enter Amount, select what action they want to perfrom ( Credit or Debit) from “Action
perform on amount” and add a Note for the transaction.
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Wallet System Credit Rules

Wallet Credit Rules is for the efficient management of Credit Amount process into the Wallet system. From here, the
admin can easily create multiple rules for the Wallet Credit and apply them as per the condition. Mainly, there are
two types of Credit Rules- On Cart & On Product.The admin can see all the details for Wallet system Credit Rules in
a grid.

When Credit Rule is based on “On Cart”

The admin can click on “Add New Credit Rules” button to add new Credit Rules. The admin can select either “On
Cart” or “On Product” for Credit Rule. The admin can enter “Amount”, “Minimum Amount” for the Cart, select the date
( to and from) and can set “Rule Status” as Enabled or Disabled.
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If the admin selects “On Cart” then Credit will be applied to the customer when his order value is greater than the set
Minimum Amount for the Cart and if he orders between the dates set by the admin for that particular Cart Rule.

When Credit Rule is based on “On Product”

Here, the admin will go to Product > Catalog and can edit any product. They will see two fields – “Wallet Cash
Back” in which the admin will enter the amount which will be credited back to the customer when they buy this
particular product.
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There is another field called “Product Wallet Credit Amount Based On” in which the admin can either select “Product
Credit Amount” or “Cart Rules”. If the admin select “Product Credit Amount”, the amount entered for “Wallet Cash
Back” will be credited back to the customer after the product purchase. If the admin selects “Rules Amount” then, the
amount entered for Credit Rule Based on Product will be applied. Please check the below image for the Credit Rule
Based on Product.

On the cart page, the customer receives a message of amount getting credited in the Wallet. The credited amount
will depend on the Wallet System Cash Back Configuration. If the “Priority for Cashback” is set as “Cart Base” then
Cart Based Credit rules will be applied and if the “Priority for Cashback” is set as “Product Based” then either
Product Based Credit rules or “Product Credit Amount” set for per product will be applied. The Credited amount is
credited to the Customer’s Wallet after order completion.
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Refund by Wallet System

Wallet System for Magento2 allows the admin refund the customer’s amount. When the order status will be
Complete then admin can refund the customer’s amount through the Wallet System for Magento2.

The customer can also see the refunded amount which has been credited into their Wallet System.

Refund of Wallet Amount

The admin can even refund the amount which the customer has added or credited into their Wallet. I would like to
explain this point with an example. Suppose there is a customer who adds 100.00 USD in his Wallet and order is
created with the order id as 001. After the invoice generation, 100.00 USD is added in his wallet account. Now he
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buys a product worth of 50.00 USD and makes the payment via the Wallet, so the remaining wallet amount will be
50.00 USD. The order is created is 002 for the purchase of a product. Now, due to any reason if the admin, wants to
generate the credit memo of order id 001 ( Order for adding 100.00 USD in the Wallet), the system will check if the
Wallet balance of the customer is greater than the amount which was added into the Wallet. As of now, the current
balance of the Wallet is 50.00 USD which is less than the amount which was added into the Wallet ( 100.00 USD) so
the admin will get a message that he cannot create the credit memo for order id 001. If the Wallet Balance Amount is
greater than the amount which was added into the Wallet then the admin can create the credit memo ( for example if
the total wallet balance is 150.00 USD which is greater than the added amount, 100.00 then credit memo can be
generated).

That’s all for the Wallet System, still have any issue feel free to add a ticket and let us know your views to make the
module better https://webkul.uvdesk.com/
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